BRISTOL GENEVA: A FRESH LOOK FOR THE NEW SEASON!
The establishment at the Rue du Mont Blanc, well known to travelers and local Genevois alike who
appreciate the cozy atmosphere of the bar and tasty offerings of the Chef of Relais Bristol, has just
completed a major renovation.
Regulars will find the unique atmosphere of the Bristol Geneva, a “superior 4-star” that combines, like
no other, authentic family spirit with timeless and understated elegance in the tradition of Swiss
hospitality of which it has been a worthy representative since 1896.
You will have the pleasure of discovering completely renovated rooms and suites. The harmony of
colors and refined materials alongside the latest technological equipment (multimedia TV offering 150
channels in many languages, optical fiber network, WiFi and a new telephone infrastructure...) to
provide comfort and maximum serenity.
This completes the final phase of an ambitious renovation program which began five years ago with
the refurbished seminar and conference rooms, reception area, and the newly expanded Wellness
Center, followed by the Restaurant and Bar which have been given a decoration makeover.
This project was conceived and designed to conserve our devotion to Bristol Geneva’s true historic
footprint while meeting the expectations of a demanding international business and tourism clientele.
Tradition and spirit are the cornerstones of this significant expansion and transformation carried out
under the close supervision of the current owner, Ms. Albina du Boisrouvray, who succeeded her father
Count Guy Jacquelot of Boisrouvray in 1981. For this new beginning, The Bristol Geneva is dressed in
its finery to welcome guests from around the world and continue to offer high quality services worthy
of the greatest institutions committed to personalized service, both warm and discreet, that welcomes
true lovers of luxury.
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